Regal Antigua

The truest "S" design of barrel style tile, Antigua offers blended coloration with glazed accents designed around the classic high-profile tradition.

Specifications
Length: 17-1/4"
Width: 13-1/4"
Tiles per sq.: 86
Weight per sq.: 950 lbs
Pos. per pallet: 272

Eave closure
Available colors: white, black, tan, terra cotta, grey, brown

Boca Blend
ANT5012DB • Color Thru

Canyon Blend
ANT5035DB • Color Thru

Mosaic Blend
ANT5950DB • Color Thru

Naples Blend
ANT5036DB • Color Thru

Sand Castle Blend
ANT5028DB • Color Thru

Sawmill Blend
ANT5928DB • Color Thru
Trim specifications
for Regal Antigua

Round ridge
1-1/4" H. per

Chateau Blend
ANT5902DB ▪ Color Thru

Chicago Blend
ANT5001DB ▪ Color Thru

Estate Blend
ANT5016DB ▪ Color Thru

Oasis Blend
ANT5911DB ▪ Color Thru

Paradise Blend
ANT5013DB ▪ Color Thru

Riviera Blend
ANT5000DB ▪ Color Thru
Regal

This high profile "S" designed in the style of authentic barrel has perfectly blended the authenticity of Spanish tile with the benefits of modern manufacturing.

Specifications

Length: 17-1/4"
Width: 13-1/4"
Tiles per sq.: 86
Weight per sq.: 950 lbs
Pcs. per pallet: 272

Eave closure
Available colors: white, black, tan, terra cotta, grey, brown

Bamboo
RG22078DB • Slurry

Barkwood
RG3151DB • Color Thru

Harvest
RG32004DB • Slurry

Khaki
RG3324DB • Color Thru

Moccasin
RG4111DB • Color Thru

Salmon
RG2075DB • Slurry
Trim specifications for Regal

Round ridge
1:1.6 pitch

Brick
RG3008DB • Color Thru

Flint
RG31110DB • Color Thru

Glacier White
RG4113SDB • Premium

Linen
RG3319DB • Color Thru

Marigold
RG3339DB • Color Thru

Meadow
RG3708DB • Premium

Terra Cotta
RG4156DB • Color Thru
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Hacienda

Mediterranean by design, contemporary styling. The timeless beauty of Hacienda perfectly showcases the vibrant colors and quality available in barrel-style tiles.

Specifications

Length: 17-1/4"
Width: 13"
Tiles per sq.: 86
Weight per sq.: 920 lbs
Pcs. per pallet: 296

Eave closure
Available colors: white, black, tan, terra cotta, grey

Carlsbad
HA3122HS • Color Thru

Coconut
HA3319HS • Color Thru

Kiwi
HA3707HS • Color Thru

Morocco
HA2001MIHS • Slurry

All dimensions and weights are approximate and based on a 3" headlap.
Trim specifications
for Hacienda

- Rake
  1.16 ft/pc

- V-Ridge
  1.16 ft/pc

- Round Ridge
  1.16 ft/pc

Coronado
HA3000HS • Color Thru

Crimson Brick
HA3008HS • Color Thru

Ice White
HA4113SHS • Premium

Newport Orange & Gold
HA3001HS • Color Thru

Nutmeg
HA3324HS • Color Thru

Moccasin
HA4111HS • Color Thru
Hacienda

Mediterranean by design, contemporary styling. The timeless beauty of Hacienda perfectly showcases the vibrant colors and quality available in barrel style tiles.

Specifications

Length: 17-1/4''
Width: 13''
Tiles per sq.: 86
Weight per sq.: 920 lbs
Pcs. per pallet: 296

Eave closure
Available colors: white, black, tan, terra cotta, grey

Papaya
HA3338HS • Color Thru

Platinum
HA3111HS • Color Thru

Terra Cotta
HA415HS • Color Thru

Tuscany
HA3338HS • Color Thru
Trim specifications
for Hacienda

Rake
1.16 lb/pc

V-Ridge
1.16 lb/pc

Round Ridge
1.16 lb/pc

Rio Grande
HA2204HS • Sturdy

Sahara
HA2004MHS • Sturdy

Taupe Mist
HA3726HS • Sturdy
Chalet Shake

Favoring the popular wood shake or slate appearance, Chalet Shake presents a patina finish that lends itself to an aged appearance, classic slate flat tile, with textured horizontal edge laps for a wide variety of architectural styles.

Specifications
Length: 17-1/4"
Width: 13"
Tiles per sq.: 82
Weight per sq.: 990 lbs
Pcs. per pallet: 270

Eave closure
Available colors: white, black, tan, orange, grey

Barkwood
NC3151DB • Color Thru

Brick
NC3008DB • Color Thru

Forest Shade
NC3721DB • Premium

Midnight
NC3116DB • Color Thru

Onyx
NC3134DB • Color Thru
Trim specifications
for Chalet Shake

Rake
1.16 in./pc

V-Ridge
1.16 in./pc

Cappuccino
NC3122DB • Color Thru

Coconut
NC3318DB • Color Thru

Dusk
NC3317DB • Color Thru
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Olde Country Slate

Smooth lines and staggered edges of Olde Country Slate flat tile prove that the charm of European roof design is ageless.

Specifications

- **Length:** 17-1/4”
- **Width:** 13’
- **Tiles per sq.:** 82
- **Weight per sq.:** 990 lbs
- **Pcs. per pallet:** 270

Eave closure

Available colors: white, black, tan, terra cotta, grey

Trim specifications for Olde Country Slate

- **Rake**
  - 1-13/16”
- **V-Ridge**
  - 1-13/16”

Alpine Blend

- OCL5503DB • Color Thru

Cafe Blend

- OCL5504DB • Color Thru

Stonehenge Blend

- OCL5520DB • Color Thru

Tapestry Blend

- OCL5502DB • Color Thru
Trim specifications for Southern Shake

Rake 1-1/8 IPS  V-Ridge 1-1/8 IPS

Dogwood SH3366DB • Color Thru
Leather SH3013DB • Color Thru
Maple SH3366DB • Color Thru
Mesquite SH3358DB • Color Thru
Moccasin SH4111DB • Color Thru
Redwood SH3357DB • Color Thru

Southern Shake

The charm and beauty of wood shake is unmistakable. But our Southern Shake flat tile, which emulates the appearance of wood, come equipped with peace of mind ... a “Class-A” fire rating.

Specifications
Length: 17-1/4"
Width: 13"
Tiles per sq.: 82
Weight per sq.: 990 lbs
Pcs. per pallet: 270

Eave closure
Available colors: white, black, tan, terra cotta, grey
Victorian Slate

The sky's the limit with Victorian Slate's distinctive shaled, or marbled surface. Unique to any other roof tile, this versatile flat tile's shadow lines make possible the appearance of authentic slate, which expands the range of architectural designs.

Specifications

Length: 17-1/4"
Width: 13"
Tiles per sq.: 82
Weight per sq.: 990 lbs
Pcs. per pallet: 270

Eave closure

Available colors: white, black, tan, terra cotta, grey.

Coffee
VS3360DB • Color Thru

Midnight
VS3116DB • Color Thru

Pewter
VS1002DB • Color Thru

Walnut
VS3313DB • Color Thru

Windsor
VS3720DB • Premium

All dimensions and weights are approximate and based on a 3" headlap.